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Abstract:  Plurix  is  a  new distributed  operating  system for PC clusters.  Nodes communicate using  an extended
Distributed Shared Memory (DSM) that stores data and code. By using the  type-safe language Java we are able to
implement a single address space for the cluster that also includes the kernel and all its drivers. The latter allows an
comfortable, efficient, and type-safe exchange of objects between applications and kernel. 
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1. The Plurix Environment
Plurix is  a distributed operating system (OS) for commodity PC clusters.  All  nodes in the cluster

communicate via a Distributed Shared Memory (DSM). A lot of DSM systems have been proposed for
parallel applications starting with IVY in 1988 [LI88]. Although DSM has lost attraction we believe it is
an interesting alternative for telecooperation applications, multi-player games, virtual worlds etc. 

1.1 Single System Image
In traditional  DSM systems programmers  must  use  special  functions  for  allocating  data  in  DSM

memory. The Plurix DSM is managed as a type safe distributed heap storage (DHS) storing data, code
and runtime structures. Even the kernel and all drivers are stored in the DHS. Thus we implement a “real”
Single System Image (SSI) where each user gains a global and uniform view on all available resources
and programs in the cluster. Traditionally, the SSI approach is also very important for load balancing and
process migration but both currently not of major interest for the Plurix system.

By storing everything within the DHS the implementation of checkpointing and recovery strategies is
also simplified [Sch04]. The latter is the foundation for the persistence property of our DHS.  Any object
reachable  from  the  root  of  the  cluster-wide  name  service  can  persist  independent  of  its  type.  All
unreachable objects are garbage and are automatically deleted by a distributed garbage collector.

Memory allocation in a DHS should try to leave adjacent heap blocks unmodified to avoid potential
collisions with blocks used by other nodes. Using different entry points in the heap will cluster objects
allocations of each node and improves locality.  

1.2 Transactional Consistency
The DSM community has proposed a lot of memory consistency models especially weaker ones to

improve efficiency [Mos93]. Because weaker consistency models are hard to program we have introduced
a strong consistency model. 

Memory pages are distributed and read-only copies are replicated in the cluster. When writing to a
memory page all read-only copies are invalidated and the writing node becomes the new owner of that
page.  Inconsistencies  are avoided by synchronizing memory accesses from different  nodes using our
transactional consistency model [Wen02]. 

In contrast to existing memory consistency models we do not synchronize memory after each memory
write access but bundle several operations within a transaction (TA). In case of a conflict between two
TAs we rely on the ability to reset changes made by a TA. This conflict resolution scheme is known in the
database world as optimistic concurrency control. 
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Optimistic concurrency control occurs in three steps: the first step is to monitor the memory access
pattern of a TA. For this purpose we use the built-in facilities of the MMU.

The next step is to preserve the old state of memory pages before modifications. Shadow images are
created, saving the page state previous to the first write operation within a TA. These shadow pages are
used to restore the memory in case of a collision, as described in the next step. 

During the validation phase of a terminating TA the access patterns  of  all  concurrent  TAs in the
cluster are compared. In case of a conflict the TA is rolled back using the shadow pages otherwise the
latter are discarded. 

Currently, we have implemented a first-wins collision resolution basing on a circulating token. Only
the current owner of the token is allowed to commit. During a commit the write-set of the TA is sent as a
broadcast to all nodes in the Fast-Ethernet LAN. All nodes in the cluster compare the write set with their
running TA to detect conflicts and to abort voluntarily. 

1.3 Scheduler
Instead of having traditional processes and threads the scheduler in Plurix works with transactions. We

have adopted the  cooperative multitasking model from the Oberon system. In each station there  is  a
central loop (the scheduler) executing a number of registered TAs with different priorities. Any TA can
register further transactions. System TAs, e.g. the garbage collector are registered by the OS. 

Transactions are implictly defined by the system, e.g. executing a user command. For example the
startup of an editor is a transaction and adding a character in an open text is another one. Thus TAs are
typically short minimizing collision probability. In case of a long running computation the programmer
should explicitly split up the program into several transactions. 

1.4 Reference Tracking
Reference tracking is essential for garbage collection and object relocation. The first must obiously

find  any  references  to  an  object  before  it  can  be  deleted.  The  latter  is  required  to  reduce  heap
fragmentation  or  to  control  false-sharing  situations. False-sharing  causes  significant  performance
penalties in page-based DSM systems because of heavy page trashing [Bol93]. If two objects reside on a
memory page and within a certain time interval each of the object is accessed by a different node access
conflicts  may arise which are semantically  unnecessary.  Our object  relocator  is  able to  resolve such
situations by relocating involved objects to other free memory pages 

To support  reference  tracking the  Plurix  Java Compiler  generates  a  runtime call  for  each pointer
assignment to a heap reference. This method is very short and is only used to update the bookkeeping of
references.  To reduce the overhead caused by the call  during pointer  assignment we only track heap
references. Pointers residing on the stack need not be considered because garbage collection and object
relocation is only executed if the stack is empty. 

Each heap object has a backchain anchor linking all references to that object using double pointer size.
A newer reference tracking approach called Backpack is described in [Goe03].

2. A Type-Safe Interface for a DSM Kernel
A single address space for a cluster storing applications,  kernel, and drivers is only feasible when

using a type safe implementation language to avoid unwanted modification either by corrupted pointers or
by malicious attacks. Language-based OS development has been successfully demonstrated by the Oberon
system [WG92]. 

The requirement for type safety in the DHS affects also the interface to the OS. As data in the DHS is
represented by objects and these data must be passed to the kernel, either the objects must be serialized
before they are used as parameters or the kernel must be able to accept objects.

2.1 Traditional Kernel interfaces
Traditionally, distributed systems are implemented as a middleware layer on top of a local OS, such as

Linux or Mach, which are mostly written in C and therefore do not provide objects. The communication
between the distributed system and the local OS takes place using primitive data types or structures. If the
kernel cannot handle objects as such, they are serialized before being passed to the kernel. 
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This kind of raw communication does not provide type checks for parameters and signatures by the
runtime environment. Hence no type-safe calls of kernel methods are possible and each kernel method has
to check explicitly its parameters to avoid runtime errors which is error prone.  

2.2 Inter Address Space Pointers
In traditional systems there are at least two different address spaces, one for the kernel and at least one

for user applications. As the kernel methods are always needed on each node the straight-forward way of
implementing the system would be to place the kernel in the local address space. These local addresses
are not shared with other nodes, and each node in the cluster can use them in different ways. In this case a
separation between the kernel and user address space would mean to differentiate between the local- or
NonDSM- and the DSM-address-space. If in such an environment objects are used as parameters, some
references will point from the Non-DSM into the DSM address space. This kind of references reduce the
performances of the cluster, as they inhibit the relocation of objects so that avoidance of false-sharing and
memory  fragmentation  is  prevented.  The  reason  being  that  the  backchain  entries  are  not  longer
unambiguous when an object migrates to another node and is then relocated from one DSM address to
another. If an object is referenced by a Non-DSM-object, the Backchain leads into the local memory of
the node. As addresses in the local memory are not unique, the pointer can not be adjusted, as it is not
possible to detect which local memory area is specified by this backchain entry. The correct reference to
this  object  can  not  be  found  and an  adjustment  of  the  memory  location  which  is  specified  by  the
backchain will lead to invalid pointers or even destroyed code segments (see figure 1). 

As long as DSM-objects are relocatable, references from the Non-DSM into the DSM address space
are not possible. To solve this problem it would be possible to prevent relocation of DSM-Objects, which
are referenced by Non-DSM-object. As it is not possible to specify, which objects are used as parameters
for kernel methods, nearly all objects in the DSM could not be relocated and so the performance of the
cluster will  be impaired because false sharing and fragmentation of the memory can not be handled.
Therefore direct pointers from the Non-DSM into the DSM-address-space must be avoided. Furthermore,
an important question is how kernel methods can be called from DSM applications:  
1. Software Interrupt: Like in most traditional systems, kernel methods may be called using kernel- or

system-calls. These are software interrupts which request a specific function from the kernel. If kernel-
calls are used to communicate between the DSM applications and the operating system there are no
“address space spanning” pointers but the question arises how to pass parameters from the DSM to the
kernel, as the software interrupt itself cannot accept parameters. One possible solution is to pass data
to the kernel through a fixed address. If an object is used as a parameter, this address would contain
the pointer to the object which should be used. As each kernel method requires different parameters,
this object must be of a generic type and thereby each object can be passed. Each kernel method has to
check the given object if it is type compatible with the expected one as this could not be handled by
the runtime environment. This rises the complexity for programmers and makes the system vulnerable
to faults by simultaneously reducing the performance and the possibilities of parameter passing.
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Figure 1 Migration and subsequently relocation of a DSM-object
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2. Object  oriented  invocation:  Kernel  methods  are  invoked  in  an  object-oriented  fashion  via  direct
pointers to the requested kernel class. This implies that all kernel classes and their methods have to
reside at the same addresses on each node in the cluster. This is necessary as each application can only
have one pointer to a kernel class. Should they reside at different addresses, these references would
point to invalid addresses and the corresponding kernel methods could not be called correctly on some
nodes (see figure 2). If direct pointers are used each node in the cluster must run the same kernel, and
such a kernel  can never be changed during runtime. Otherwise all  pointers  in applications,  which
reference  kernel  methods  require  adjustment.  To achieve this,  all  kernel  methods  must  contain  a
backchain which points from Non-DSM into DSM and thereby the above described problems occur.

Both techniques are faced with an additional problem. The compiler running itself within the DHS
creates new classes and updates existing ones. If a device driver is recompiled (which typically resides in
kernel space) all method code segments must be transfered from the DSM into the Non-DSM address
space simultaneously on each node. 

We solved these problems by moving kernel and drivers in the DHS avoiding local memory spaces.

4. Conclusion
Instead of distinghuising local and DSM memory as done in other DSM systems we have successfully

implemented a prototype storing almost everything within the DSM [Plu04]. 
Moving the total  OS including kernel and drivers into the DHS make parameter passing efficient,

comfortable,  and  type  safe.  Code  redundancy  is  avoided  and  kernel  methods  are  called  directly  as
described and there are no references pointing from one address space to the other. 

Furthermore, the Plurix reference tracking scheme can be implemented without problems that is the
base for concurrent object relocation and recompilation of existing classes. 
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Figure 2 Invalid reference to kernel methods
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